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All changes since

Version

18.3.5.0

19.0.7.0

New features
ID

Name

RQ036351

[aquaweb] All Items: Button to copy pretty print link to item

RQ037140

[aquaweb] All Items: Custom defaults for new items

RQ036933

[aquaweb] All Items: Direct Notifications (via aqua Server)

RQ037164

[aquaweb] All Items: Immediate translation on click of Translate button in Ribbon

RQ037639

[aquaweb] All Items: New layout including side bar navigation

RQ036890

[aquaweb] All Items: Watch items to get informed about changes

RQ030264

[aquaweb] Archiving data

RQ036353

[aquaweb] Execution-Log: Show info about irrelevance

RQ037152

[aquaweb] Field Rules: Additional rules to define value-dependent actions between two
Select-Boxes

RQ037131

[aquaweb] Internet Explorer deprecated (usage at own risk)

RQ036887

[aquaweb] Navigation: Group views in gallery

RQ032721

[aquaweb] Navigation: Persist state of navigation on logout

RQ037636

[aquaweb] Performance optimization for Test Case page

RQ037637

[aquaweb] Performance optimization for Test Scenario page

RQ036632

[aquaweb] Requirements - Discussions

RQ035383

[aquaweb] Shared Field Valuesets: Reusable list of values for different Select-Boxes

RQ036349

[aquaweb] Test Cases - Steps - Copy test steps
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RQ037638

[aquaweb] Test Cases - Steps - New Layout for defining test steps

RQ036941

[aquaweb] Test Cases - Steps - Preview mode

RQ037447

[aquaweb] Translation Service: Support for portuguese and russion language

RQ037634

[Database] Optional configuration: Store files separately (MSSQL Server only)

RQ037099

[Jira REST] Separate Jira credentials for configuration and synchronization

RQ032606

[Jira REST] Support for mentions in discussions

RQ037606

[Reporting] Configurable limit on number of executions loaded in a report

RQ037368

[SoapUI-Agent] Additional log-level for errors

Solved Problems
ID

Name

DF037508 [aquaweb] Changes to integrations are not logged in system log
DF037588 [aquaweb] Dependencies: Link to execution does not open
DF036292 [aquaweb] Empty workflow leads to error message
DF035998 [aquaweb] Error message appears when opening a defect when using a specific project
configuration
DF036362 [aquaweb] Error message when pasting wrong id in the url
DF037521 [aquaweb] Images in executions can not be displayed in original size
DF036299 [aquaweb] In dateTime Fields there is always a time selectable
DF036361 [aquaweb] Invalid title of "No valid session" message
DF036012 [aquaweb] Items with _ in their name get ignored if searched for the whole name
DF036290 [aquaweb] Localization: "New item" instead of "Neues Element"
DF034149 [aquaweb] Localization: Run dependency field in test scenario isn't shown properly in german
DF036306 [aquaweb] Missing favicons when using specific setup
DF036430 [aquaweb] No dialogue ("are you really sure") when deleting items
DF036285 [aquaweb] No icon is shown for attached files
DF036913 [aquaweb] Subfolder permission for editing project tree does not work
DF035977 [aquaweb] Subrequirement locked for editing when switching to another subrequirement
DF037281 [aquaweb] Substring consisting of a percentge sign followed by the number 20 in defect
enclosure gets substituted with plus symbol
DF036245 [aquaweb] Table header 'entity Id' aligned right unlike the other headers
DF034637 [aquaweb] Test Case: Clearing data does not show warning pop up
DF035436 [aquaweb] Test Case: Import of data overrides existing data without warning
DF033766 [aquaweb] Test Case: No warning if you try to execute a test case with nested test case which
has no value sets selected
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DF030562 [aquaweb] Test scenario execution can't be started when TS needs to be saved first
DF035997 [aquaweb] unnecessary vertical and horizontal scrollbar
DF037088 [aquaweb] User administration window is slow in case of many users/projects/roles
DF037414 [aquaweb] ViewExecution page does not redirect to 404 error page if id is unknown
DF036303 [Desktop Client] Exception when trying to open test case from test scenario if test case not
accessible
DF036300 [Desktop Client] Folder cannot be deleted if project-level description exists
DF037475 [Jira REST] Automatic runtime mapping might map deleted dictionary values / sprints in aqua
DF037354 [Jira REST] empty file causes sync error
DF036343 [Jira REST] Fix sync errors fails after deleting a comment in Jira
DF036239 [Jira REST] Sprint changes by the Jira sync are not correctly recorded in the history
DF035116 [Jira REST] SyncConfigurator: Sort by direction does not sort
DF036158 [Jira REST] The sprint should be kept in aqua after the sprint is closed in Jira
DF035981 [JiraPlugin] Entering the ConnectItem Page via URL throws Internal Server error when
creating new testcase
DF036934 [Screenshots] Saving the same image in RTF in several requests at the same time can lead to
duplicates in the database
DF035985 Export/import of project configuration does not consider workflow diagram created in web
application

